
 

SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED FOR WAINONI PARK – FLOOD PROTECTION LANDSCAPE PROPOSAL, JUNE 2017 

Submission 
ID 

I / We Comments  

1753 have 
some 
concerns 

(Representing Salvation Army) 
 
In concept the Salvation Army supports this proposal, however 3 areas of concern we would like to address: 
 
1. Security & safety issues from proximity of tree planting to our boundary resulting in potential damage by roots &amp; reduce 
visibility increasing personal safety concerns. 
 
2. Current dumping of rubbish increasingly due to sunken land & H& S concerns for people using the picnic areas. 
 
3. No additional lighting appears to be included nor rubbish bins for casual picnic users.  The issue of our boundary security & 
potentially of our neighbours needs to be addressed.  We have some solution focussed ideas that will eliminate or reduce our 
concerns. 

 

1752 have 
some 
concerns 

CPTED Principles 
 
1. Have an exercise track around perimeter with exercise stations 
 
2. Pool style fence on Salvation Army side of land to increase visual surveillance of park 
 
3. Trees - all to be well maintained and under to allow line of sight observation by other park users. 
 
4. Have the steepest slope closest to Hampshire St service lane and shallowest slope by Aldershot Street to create more natural 
surveillance from Aldershot St/Ben Parere where more people will see into the park. 
 
5. Reduce number of trees in the corner of Hampshire St service lane by kindergarten to avoid it becoming a dead-space. 
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1616 have 
some 
concerns 

General Comments 
8. The CDHB commends the council initiative which seeks to restore the flooding risk in Christchurch to pre-earthquake levels.  This 
project will provide a new flood storage basin in Wainoni Park which is planned to store water from the Aranui catchment.  It is 
noted that planting is intended to not only stabilise the ground, but also provide shading and reflect and enhance the surrounding 
park environment. The CDHB recognises the potential positive contribution to health outcomes that this project creates by reducing 
flooding risk and increasing local amenity value. 
 
9. The CDHB recommends that the principles of Universal Design be incorporated into the plan to ensure accessibility for people of 
all ages and abilities, especially in relation to the picnic areas 
 
10. The CDHB also recommends that a CPTED audit is completed to ensure adequate lighting and other measures are in place to 
ensure the safety of those using the area. 
 
Conclusion 
 
11. The CDHB does not wish to be heard in support of this submission. 
 
12. If others make a similar submission, the submitter will not consider presenting a joint case with them at the hearing. 
 
13. Thank you for the opportunity to submit on Wainoni Park - Flood Protection Landscape Proposal. 
 

1491 support 
the plan 

I strongly support the proposal 
 

1490 
 

Where is the Boxing Gym on here and the basketball court? 
 
These have been a huge part of Aranui for many years and I would hate to see them removed and replaced with trees. 
 
Aranui has many youth and they should be considered. 
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1489 
 

Dear staff I have just received your pamphlet regarding the changes at Wainoni Park. We run a medical practice in the shopping area 
at Portsmouth St part. I just wonder if there has been any thoughts to what might happen if the flooding is severe. Could it overflow 
onto the streets either side of the park; so put the Hampshire St shops be at risk. 
 
Thank you 
 

1348 support 
the plan 

I think it’s a good idea! 

1241 have 
some 
concerns 

Have you considered using native ground covers to help stabilized banks?  Leptinella spp and Raoulia spp could be useful as well as 
Coprosma spp and Carmichealia spp for nitrogen, all have spp native to Christchurch and Canterbury as well as some that are 
threatened and could do with the support.  Good to hear that you will be using some ephemeral species for the wetland/basin.  
Good plan over all. 
 

1001 support 
the plan 

I am very pleased that the plan includes exotic deciduous species.   The city would become a very drab place if all new planting was 
planned to be native species only.   A mixture of both is the best of both worlds. 
 
The advantage of deciduous species can be seen at this time of year in the glorious Autumnal colours of the Oaks, 
 
Elms,  Ashes,  Maples etc. 

995 support 
the plan 

I like that it will help reduce flooding in the area. 
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852 have 
some 
concerns 

I generally think the project is a good idea. I do have a couple of concerns and queries. 
 
1. I would like to see good lighting and security cameras monitoring the south east corner of the basin in particular the area along 
the Hampshire Street service lane and also the northeast corner behind the trees on Aldershot Street near the Salvation Army 
property. I am concerned this area will not have good visibility from the road and will attract antisocial behaviour such as graffiti, 
vandalism and present a safety hazard to people walking through the area at night. 
 
2. I would like to see security cameras monitoring the area. These could be powered and communications provided from the rear of 
the community centre building and possibly from the Salvation Army building. It is vital this area remains safe for the community. It 
is a rough neighbourhood and we need to ensure our most vulnerable community members feel safe walking through the area. 
 
3. I have concerns regarding the removal of established trees. While I accept that replacement plantings will occur it will be many 
years before they reach mature height. 
 
4. A walking path should be included which will allow people to walk through the area even when the basin is full. 
 
5. I am concerned the wetland and water remaining in the basin will create a flying insect problem. We are well aware of the midge 
problem from the nearby wastewater treatment plant and also the increasing number of mosquito present in the area.  
 
Thank you for presenting what looks like a well conceived plan which in time should be an attractive addition to the area. 

 

2086 support 
the plan 

It is about time the park was upgraded for the young and old to play on.  Good on you. 

2087  Yes everything 

 


